Single molecule photon emission statistics in the slow modulation limit.
A framework for calculating photon emission statistics for single chromophores perturbed by slow environmental fluctuations is introduced. When internal chromophore dynamics are significantly faster than time scales for environmental modulation it becomes possible to invoke a type of adiabatic approximation, allowing for straightforward calculation of photon counting moments including explicitly quantum effects. Unlike previous exact treatments, the present methodology involves calculation of dynamics reflecting only the modulation characteristics of the environment and quantum dynamics of an isolated chromophore separately, i.e., the complicated intermingling of chromophore quantum dynamics and the environmental modulation are suppressed via the adiabatic approximation. This leads to significant conceptual and computational simplifications. Within its regime of applicability, the present approximation reproduces exact calculations quantitatively. We demonstrate this accuracy explicitly for the case of a two-level chromophore modulated by a number of different stochastic models.